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Dear Tack, 

I'm told you heard the WON tape in Mich Sauvage and I faced Nizer and Charles Roberts of Newsweek. Iado not know if you knowethat behind our backs Nizer demanded half of the scheduled two hours onsthe ground that "other side" had never been heard and had actually been granted a half hour that, as usual, he extended end wasn't cut short until I complained. 
Sauvaga and I learned about this just before the taping began. I was promised an espial opportutity to answer and never got it. Had I not insisted, in a way I do not like to and as you should recall from my long silent sit alongside Curtis and Vince, in a way I ordinarily would not, I've have had no chance at all. Thattwould have been a show in which Nizer s,aughtered the critics. 

Re is a remarkable man, so honest in his recognition of his own dishonesty he is entirely unabashed et having it eroled to his face, and so unblushing about it that he does not bother to reply when it is made explicit. Be is selling his own book, the appearance of which just happens to coincide with his sudden recognition of the need of the government for his stalwart support. It took but three years for him to come to this recognition. 

And he is the amootheetliar I've ever met, the elip-eriest debator who slides off the subject whenever he cannot address it so unobtrusively it generally escapes notice. He has mastered all the dirty tricks of the courtroom and exploits them out or the discipline of the courtroom, where there is no law to restrain him and no judge to deter him. Be is o)ntent to manufacture evidence with the twist of the tongue, a few slanders at those who disagree with him sliding out simultan-eously and with quiet peity. He is a reel performer. 

Possibly there is no connection, but I'm intlined to believe that either directly or indirectly I we tossed off the scheduled Metromedia taping of "The Majority Report" that is being done tonight as a consequence of the dent I made in his reputation on AOR end his recognition of the fact that I do fight and on fact. 
This show was originally asked for by the c6mmission's lawyers, I alone of the minority side demanded to confront them, and expected to, alone, December 8, It was on my return from this that I was last on your show. No one was there and I wasn't informed of it in advance. Those lawyers, save for two unimportant ones, will not bebete me. You know of Specter. Liebeler fled me the entire month of December. December 5, when I was at WHEW, they asked me if I mould debate Nizer and Volin and Altredde Scobey and I agreed, if there was a real moderator, not a boob like Bishop, to hold Mdzer to the point and in line, and if I got paid anything he got. On their assurance I agreed and everything I've done since then has been built around this. Two weeks ago they told me they were horning Lane in, and there was nothing I could , do except to ask them to control his upstaging. So, I suspect Nizer will have aaother field day tonight when theyt tape that show, save perhaps for a few debating points Lane may score. Unless Nizer is too overconfident and too careless, having learned two weeks see *hat can happen. 

Would you be interested in a debate between Nizer and me if he will under-take it? You know enough stout the subject to know much of the time when he is in-venting," lying and slandering, and you certainly are no Martha Dean. I'd be very happy to do it. Aside from what you always do and what I'm confident you would in 



this case automatically do, keep the show on the subject and the discussion on the point, there is but one thing I'd like you to consider: keeping each appearance of each voice short. We could take each point by itself. I'll let him pick the points, if he wants. 

The sort of things I'd like to avoid is the dull stuff that comes out when there are lengthy scholarly disertations, such as on the first dhow I was on with you and Curtis and Vince, the fillibuster Nizer tag did on Dean, end the cheap personal thing Lane is reported to be doing in answer to the scurrility in last Sunday's World ,Tournal Tribune's libels by Lewis, of Capitol Records, to say he sleeps with his secretary. This is not that kind of a subject and that sort of thing does not contribute to public understanding6(By the way, neither Schiller nor LiSAngstone of Capital have replied to my letter of three weeks ago and the WIT has not answered my challenge to let ma answer whet little so—called "fact" coming in the Commission lawyer part of the record there is. Not has a radio station that gave me 20 minutes to answer it accepted my challenge to sewer it sentence by sentence as they play it.) 	 \- 

For your information, I've drafted but haven t last road and correctdd about 8,000 words on Manchester, almost entirely on Ids second Look serialization. It is almost 100r, inaccurate in dealing with the assassination itself, in the moat exquisitely fine detail, such as what Oswald was wearing, when they got up, what they talked about that morning, whether Marina ignored him and went beck to sleep, what the evening paper printed, etc. I'm thinking of a another book, mumumn MACB5LAVELLI: TITE UNINTENEED UNOFFICIAL WBITEMSH. Xou may recall I have been predicting from the beginning that the Kennedys would disassociate them-selves from Llanchester's work, and not over the slnsh. He miscast himself in an insane, medieval way. Have you any opihion on whether or not it would be a suitable book subject today.' 

Meanwhile, MITE:WASH III is about a month behind schedule as I willingly accept what exposures are possible end or ntinue, fruitfully, my search of the archive. WHITEWASH III will be so big it cannot be profitable, but I think it will be interesting and worthwhile. 

If you like the debate idea, Doubleday is Nizer's publisher. I'll be in New York and New England next week, ending in Burlington. Vt., addressing a history honors cpurse (theta the way to sell books) Thursday night. 

Sincerely, 


